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ILLEGAL DRIVER'S LICENSE PHOTO ID

Problem Description:
Since the privatization of MVB it has become apparent that more and more sixteen (16) and seventeen (17) year olds
are illegally obtaining Alberta Driver's License photo I.D. that states they are yoer eighteen (18) years old. These youth
then frequent local nightclubs using the illegal I.D. The illegal ID is obtained in two ways:
1. The youth goes to a privatized MVB outlet, tells them they have lost their original license, produces valid ID (birth
certificate, SIN card) and obtains a DUPLICATE LICENSE. This Duplicate License is altered by changing the year of
birth on both pieces to a year that indicates the youth is eighteen (18) years old.
*
2. The youth obtains valid ID (birth certificate, SIN card) froma friend who is eighteen (18) years old. The youth
produces the friends's ID at a privatized MVB outlet, tells them they have lost their original licence and receives a
DUPLICATE LICENSE in their friends's name and date of birth but with their own picture on it

Problem solving strategies and results :
Neighbourhood Foot Patrol Constable Eric WILDE has initiated the FOUND ALTERED IDENTIFICATION (FAID)
PROGRAM. See attached handout.
School Resource Officer Constable Mark PARR of Jasper Place High School has obtained the nominal role of Jasper
Place Students.
Summeriea Community Station Constable Henry VANDENBRINK has received training from CPIC/Warrent Process
Unit to access detailed MVB information via a Probe terminal.
Summeriea Community Station is requesting a dedicated line be available so that the community station's Probe
terminal can access the MVB information. This request is being made through Sergeant Ron NILES i/c CPIC/Warrant
Process Unit. The initial request will be for a three month period.
Under the supervision of Constable Henry VANDENBRINK, selected Summeriea Community Station volunteers will
input names and dates of birth of each Jasper Place High school student and identify the number of duplicate licences
each student has obtained and the date and location this was done.
This information will be noted.
Summeriea Community Station police personnel will contact the parents of students with duplicate licenses to
determine if the parents are aware that their child has obtained one or more duplicate licenses.
If the parents are unaware of these duplicate licenses, they will be asked to come into the Community Station with their
child so that the matter can be discussed further.
Meetings will be arranged with MVB personnel to discuss ways in which procedures to obtain Duplicate Licenses can
be changed to eliminate the problem.
OBJECTIVE:

To dramatically reduce the estimated fifty to seventy-five percent of underage Grade 11 and 12 Jasper Place High
School students who obtain and use altered or forged ID to gain entry to licensed premises.

